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As of July 1, 2013, Norman and Judith Lederman assumed full editorial

responsibility for the Journal of Science Teacher Education. Our transition into

this role would not have been possible without the mentorship and guidance of

outgoing Editors, Lynn Bryan and John Staver. They may feel that the ‘‘baton’’ has

been passed and they can now rest, but we have a strong suspicion that we will be

depending on their knowledge and abilities throughout our tenure as Editors of the

journal. The journal has continued to progress in terms of its quality, prominence,

and readership as a consequence of the excellent leadership of Lynn and John over

the past 5 years. The journal is now poised to attain ISI indexing, a recognition that

will benefit ASTE and its membership. Although the journal will be consistent in its

appearance, focus, and content, there will be some changes that reflect the

perspective of the new Editors.

Our Vision for JSTE

Developing an International Perspective

Although many journals include articles focused on science teacher education, and

teacher education in general, JSTE is the primary research journal that focuses

totally on science teacher education. Much of our effort will focus on helping the

journal achieve its desired national and international recognition (e.g., Institute for

Scientific Information [IS] indexing). As Co-Editors we will continue to work

toward ISI indexing as well as bring the journal to international prominence.

Presently, few of the published articles are from international authors and the

international subscriptions for the journal are low. The journal should be more
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comprehensive in its attention to issues related to science teacher education

worldwide. It should be a focal point of research that elucidates the similarities and

differences in science teacher education across an international spectrum of

countries as opposed to focusing mainly on North American issues and policies.

Reforms are being planned and implemented throughout the world and the journal

should be a resource through which professionals can inform their own work from

the work of others globally.

The aforementioned vision will be accomplished through a concerted effort to

involve colleagues from beyond the borders of North America. We have assembled

a team of Associate Editors that includes representatives from every continent, with

the exception of Antarctica. Try as we may, penguins still have not seen the value of

research on teacher education. Consistent with the make-up of the Associate

Editors, the Editorial Review Board members will continue to move toward a more

international composition. In addition, manuscripts will be solicited from colleagues

throughout the world on a regular basis. Theme issues of the journal will be

considered that address science teacher education topics (e.g., professional

development, teacher certification, teaching standards, teacher evaluation) from

an international perspective.

The international composition of the Associate Editors and the Editorial Review

Board will provide a more global perspective regarding the nature and importance

of manuscripts and will result in a higher quality journal, with increased citations

from articles published in other professional journals.

Building Capacity and Journal Quality

More helpful and productive manuscript reviews will be accomplished through a

systematic program to develop capacity in both Associate Editors and Editorial

Reviewers. In addition to workshops at the ASTE Annual Meeting, Associate

Editors and Editorial Reviewers will be provided with manuscripts and sample

reviews to promote a discussion of what is expected in a quality review. Naturally,

individual manuscript reviewers will receive the reviews completed by other

reviewers of the same manuscript, along with the Associate Editor’s recommen-

dation and Editor-Chief’s decision regarding publication. This program of

professional development for manuscript reviewers will ultimately raise the quality

of manuscripts published in the journal.

Management Structure and Procedures

Last year, the ASTE Board decided to unify JSTE and Elementary Science

Education into a single, unified journal. Instead of certain journal issues being

dedicated to elementary science teacher education, each issue of the will continue to

have a section devoted to elementary science teacher education, within the overall

auspices of the Journal of Science Teacher Education. We will serve as Editor-In-

Chief of the journal and Deborah L. Hanuscin will continue to serve as the Section

Editor for manuscripts dedicated to elementary science teacher education. As
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Editors-In-Chief, we will be responsible for making the final decisions about

acceptance or rejection of individual manuscripts for JSTE, editorials, invited

essays, special/thematic issues, the composition of each issue, and policy decisions

within the guidelines of the ASTE Board. All manuscripts will initially be received

by us and vetted for scholarly focus, general quality, and adherence to APA style

guidelines. Once it is decided that a manuscript should be sent for external review,

we will oversee the review of all manuscripts dedicated to science teacher

education, with the exception of those manuscripts focused on elementary science

teacher education. Deborah L. Hanuscin will be solely responsible for publication

decisions regarding manuscripts focused on elementary science teacher education.

Each manuscript that is considered appropriate will be assigned to an Associate

Editor and to two or three Editorial Reviewers for review. Our goal is to have all

reviews returned within a maximum of 4 weeks. Associate Editors will be

responsible for areas of scholarship related to their expertise. Each Associate Editor

will review the manuscript and reviewer comments and make a recommendation to

the us concerning the disposition of the manuscript.

The journal’s Managing Editor, Selina Bartels, will be responsible for monitoring

and tracking the flow of manuscripts and correspondences, and for working with the

editorial team to monitor the timeliness of the reviews. Selina will work closely with

the author and us to finalize all accepted manuscripts and will make sure that the

manuscripts meet the editorial and formatting standards of Springer Sci-

ence ? Business Media, Inc. and JSTE.

Overall, we believe that our editorial structure and procedures, with an Associate

Editor monitoring the reviews provided by two Editorial Reviewers, will insure

quality and timely reviews. In addition, the strong international membership among

the Associate Editors and Editorial Reviewers will enable the journal to become a

more prominent in the global community.

Upholding the Value and Integrity of Peer Review

Serving as a reviewer of manuscripts is often viewed as a ‘‘thankless’’ job. Seriously

providing analytical and productive feedback to authors is time consuming. And,

although no one doubts the value of the process, reviewers typically volunteer their

time instead of receiving any monetary compensation. Ironically, serving as an

editorial reviewer takes time away from one’s own scholarly productivity. Editors

are quite cognizant of the situation, which continues to get worse with the ever

increasing rate of manuscript submissions. In an attempt to be protective of his/her

reviewers there is a disturbing, to us, trend of Editors becoming more aggressive in

their decisions about whether to send manuscripts out to reviewers. The result has

been an ever increasing number of manuscripts that are rejected ‘‘out of hand’’ and

not sent out for review. In some cases, the percentage of manuscripts never sent to

reviewers is well over 20 %. In essence, these manuscripts are simply reviewed by

one person and, to our thinking, not peer reviewed.

Please be assured that this is not a practice that will be allowed to compromise

our editorship of JSTE. If manuscripts to not adhere to APA guidelines, they will be
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sent back to the author for revision. If manuscripts do not focus on science teacher

education they will be returned to the author with suggestions for appropriate

journals for submission. If we personally do not agree with certain aspects or

perspectives of a manuscript, or even feel it will not get a favorable review, we will

still send the manuscript out to reviewers. We have a diverse community of scholars

as members of ASTE, who will become more diverse with the addition of more

international members. Allowing manuscripts to be reviewed by a broader diversity

of individuals as opposed to a limited few is critical to maintaining the integrity,

relevance, and quality of our profession.

Please feel free to contact us with any concerns, questions, or suggestions, any

time, at JSTE@iit.edu. Deborah Hanuscin can be reached at JESE@missouri.edu.

We look forward to hearing from you and/or seeing you in San Antonio next

January.
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